"Something Borrowed. Something Blue. He Chose Me. But WE Chose You." Tiffany, "Strawberry" Parks has it all. The perfect house. The perfect career. The only thing that she is missing is the perfect husband. She failed at love her first time around, but she vowed that her next marriage would be her last. But who said that she would even have a choice in the matter? Love finally comes her way, and Strawberry is in love like never before. But something isn't right. It seems as though the closer and closer she gets to happily-ever after, the more someone seems to be trying to get her attention. Does someone know her secret? Strawberry learns the hard way that sometimes love is patient. And sometimes love decides to be kind. But sometimes love is just plain ole' stupid and other times it's blind. But the love that Strawberry feels is real; but can her new husband say the same? Or is there already someone that he loves more....that also has his last name? Just because it can't be seen, doesn't mean it can't be heard. Have you ever seen what happens, when you fail to keep your word? To love and honor or to deceive and betray? When vows and promises are broken, there is always a deadly price to pay. ****Also check out my new upcoming release "The Good Listener"****
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Strawberry almost has everything she wants in life, the only thing missing is a man. Then as chance would have it she meets Tobias, from the very beginning he seems like he's heaven sent. Now the fun begins, she's so head over heels in love with him she doesn't see him for who he really is. As their relationships blossoms strange things start to happen and her boring life is now full of thrills and chills. What’s a girl to do when the man you married isn’t the person you thought he was? I still can’t figure out who his hidden wife and I can’t wait to read part 2. This book had me thinking about it all day after I was finished and i couldn’t put it down. BM Hardin stuck her whole foot in this story and it had me about to throw my iPad a couple times.....this story is one that I could read over and over again. Great great read💜

BM Hardin did it again. This book had it all. I was low wait what! Did that just happen. Mystery, suspense, romance, comedy....all wrapped up in one book. I almost peed my pants on first page. Strawberry is a dang fool. Lol. At times I didn’t know whether to slap Strawberry for being gullible or give her a hug cause life just kept throwing twists her way. Can not wait for part 2!

The twist and turns were awesome as usual in this author books. Keeping you on the edge of your seat. The way the book started had me laughing. But then the suspense got the best of me and could not put the book down. Who is after Tiffany? Why? Oh, book 2 better be out soon. Can't wait to see what is going to happen next. Never like that Tobias guy. He was fishy for the start. Brian was weird too. Love is a beautiful thing but damn it makes you blind and dumb to not see the signs of a bad person.

I haven’t read in quite a while, and I’m glad that I chose this story to get back into books! It was well written, full of suspense, an of course full of drama! I really enjoyed reading this, and look toward to reading the sequel. Good job B.M. Hardin!! As usual, you left me excited about what’s going to happen next â“â°

Never disappointed with a book by BM Hardin. I could not read fast enough. This book had my emotions all over the place. Strawberry aka Tiffany should know a women’s intuition is never wrong, she saw the signs but was blinded by "love". I loved the twist and turns it kept me wondering why
and then the cliffhanger OMG!! I could go on and on about every amazing point in this book. Trust me you won't regret putting everything aside to finish this in a day. Can't wait til part 2.

Wow super fantastic read BM Hardin but I was so mad that it ended can't wait to read part 2. Good read with lots of twists and turns you don’t even see staring you in the face. Congrat Ms. Hardin you have done it again but as always you never fail to entertain your readers.

All I can say is this was definitely a great read. I couldn’t put the book down until I finished it. The author keeps you on the edge of your seat the entire ride with all the twist & turns. HURRY UP BM HARDIN......impatiently waiting for Part 2 😆

I swear BM frustrates me to no end.. Usually I can kind of figure out wats happening.. Not wit a Bm Hardin book.. Baby it was so good but it’s a challenge to figure out who the hidden wife is.. There’s so many choices.. She does an amazing job with leaving your confused.. There was so many twists and turns.. I really feel for Tiffany cuz she had no clue wat she was getting herself into.. I can’t wait for pt 2 to see wat happens and who this crazy person is.. Great job as always..
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